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TOURIST ROUTES 
MANISES 

UNESCO CREATIVE CITY



THE CERAMIC ROUTE
The Ceramic Route offers you the possibility of getting to know the city
of Manises and its ceramics in group.
Discover why we are a UNESCO Creative City!

Gather a group of between 15 people and 50 people.
Choose one of these languages for the tour:

Spanish, Valencian, English and French.
Choose the type of visit:

2 resources.
1 resource + 1 craftsman.

Pick a date.
Contact the tourist office to check availability and make a reservation.

WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO DO?

INFO AND RESERVATIONS

Manises Tourist Office:
+34 961525609
turismo@manises.es



THE RESOURCES
Manises offers you the possibility of getting to
know its history, culture and ceramics in group and
for free through these 3 important resources:

Walking through the historical center you can discover this
legacy and get to know first-hand its emblematic monuments
and enjoy its façades, streets and parks decorated with ceramic
of different styles.

Historical center

In the MCM you can make a historical tour through the ceramic
production made in Manises from the 14th to the 20th century.
Moreover, it has a technology room with instruments and tools
for the elaboration of ceramics and with an art ceramics room
with ceramics of international contemporay creation.

MCM - Museo de Cerámica de Manises 

Inside, you will contemplate a set of cameras which range from
the last decades of the 19th century to the arrival of digital
photography.
This set is completed with photographies and pictures of the city
of Manises in which its people, customs and festivities are
portrayed.

MUMAF



THE CRAFTSMEN

ARTURO MORA’S WORKSHOP

LUSTREWARE CERAMIC

Workshop specialized in the medieval

lustreware technique. During the visit, you will

get to know the elaboration process of

lustreware and how a piece is made on the

potter’s wheel. You can even sit down to make

a piece of pottery under the artisan’s

instructions.

Permanently visitable exhibition.

Prices:
5€/ people over 18 years old.

3€/ people under 18 years old.

Available a store with his products.

More info: www.reflejometalico.com

CERÁMICAS PALANCA
If you want to see how the traditional mortarof yellow earthenware is handcrafted step bystep, this is your best choice. Enjoy the newcollection, consisting of the same traditionalpieces, now with a delicate decorationpainted by hand.

Price: 3€/ person.
Available a store with his products.More info: www.ceramicaspalanca.com



THE CRAFTSMEN

ASOCIACIÓN VALENCIANA DE

CERÁMICA AVEC-GREMIO

The Asociación Valenciana de Cerámica

AVEC-Gremio opens the doors of its

Service and Promotion Center of

Valencian Ceramics to visit its

workshop-school and its permanent

exhibition.

Price: free.

Available a store with handcrafted

pottery, stoneware and porcelain

products.

More info: www.avec.com

LA CERÁMICA VALENCIANA DE JOSÉ GIMENO MARTÍNEZ
Factory with 100 years of uninterrupted trajectory,
located in Barri d’Obradors on top of a 15thcentury pottery. It has a museum-exhibition with 8rooms where you can discover the richness of theValencian ceramic and its evolution throughout thecenturies.

During the visit you will closely learn about themodelling, enameling and decoration carried outby experimented craftsmen.Price: on request.
Optional: viewing of 1940 documentary“Reflejos de Manises”.Available a store with his products.More info: www.fabricagimeno.com

http://www.avec.com/
http://www.fabricagimeno.com/


INFO AND RESERVATIONS
MANISES TOURIST OFFICE:

c/ Murillo, 3

46940 Manises -Valencia-

+34 961525609

turismo@manises.es

@visitamanises

The City Council declines all responsibility for the cost, content and availabilty of dates of the
workshops.
The established costs are approximate and may be modified at the discretion of the workshops.


